Comparative analysis of gene expression profiles of acute hepatic failure and that of liver regeneration in rat.
To explore the relevance of rat liver regeneration (LR) to acute hepatic failure (AHF), Rat Genome 230 2.0 Array was used to detect their gene expression profiles in this study, and the reliability of the detection results was confirmed by real-time-PCR. 1012 genes were found to be significantly changed in AHF occurrence and 948 genes in LR. Hierarchical clustering analysis showed that physiological activities of AHF and those of LR had no time correlation. Hierarchical clustering analysis (which is performed to group genes based on the similarity of expression patterns) showed that physiological activities of AHF and those of LR had no time correlation. K-means clustering analysis (which is used to check the difference in the relevant predictor variables between different groups is significant or not) demonstrated that gene expression trend of C1 group (genes relate to categories of stimulus-response and cell apoptosis, etc.) in AHF and in LR was extremely similar, that those of their C2 group (categories of regulation of homeostasis and hormone stimulation, etc.) were contrary, and that those of their C3 (material and energy metabolism and oxidation reduction, etc.), C4 (Cell cycle-related genes) and C5 (cell proliferation-related genes) groups were also similar with the gene expression changes of LR more abundant. GO classifications and functional clustering analysis (which was used to statistics the numbers or composition of proteins or genes at a function level) revealed that cellular processes including immune response, inflammatory reaction, cell migration and adhesion, etc. were increased both in AHF and in LR, whereas material and energy metabolism were decreased. Of them, stimulus response, inflammatory reaction and regulation of apoptosis, etc. were stronger in AHF occurrence than in LR, but ion homeostasis, hormonal response, regulation of cell division and proliferation, etc. were weaker in AHF occurrence. Gene expression changes and physiological activities of AHF and those of LR not only have similarities but also differences.